Since Ginzburg and Landau's seminal work in 1950 superconducting states have been classified by the hierarchy of the fundamental length scales of the theory; the magnetic field penetration lengths and coherence lengths. In the simplest single-component case they form a dimensionless ratio κ. As pointed out by Ginzburg in 1952, in general the ratio depends on the direction of the applied magnetic field due to material anisotropies. Single component materials can therefore display type-1 superconductivity when the field is applied in one direction and type-2 when the field is applied in a different direction. In this paper we expand the above length scale analysis to anisotropic multicomponent superconductors, that can have multiple coherence lengths as well as multiple magnetic field penetration lengths, leading to unconvential length scale hierarchies. We demonstrate that the anisotropies in multi-band superconductors cannot in general be rescaled, leading to new regimes with various mixed hierarchies in different directions. For example, a regime is possible, where for a field applied in a certain direction coherence lengths are smaller than the magnetic field penetration lengths in one of the perpendicular directions, where as the penetration lengths are lager in the another direction. We demonstrate a new regime, where vortices form stripes in the direction where coherence lengths exceed the magnetic field penetration length and vortex cores overlap, while the vortex stripes repel each other in the orthogonal direction where the magnetic field penetration length exceeds the coherence lengths.
Since Ginzburg and Landau's seminal work in 1950 superconducting states have been classified by the hierarchy of the fundamental length scales of the theory; the magnetic field penetration lengths and coherence lengths. In the simplest single-component case they form a dimensionless ratio κ. As pointed out by Ginzburg in 1952 , in general the ratio depends on the direction of the applied magnetic field due to material anisotropies. Single component materials can therefore display type-1 superconductivity when the field is applied in one direction and type-2 when the field is applied in a different direction. In this paper we expand the above length scale analysis to anisotropic multicomponent superconductors, that can have multiple coherence lengths as well as multiple magnetic field penetration lengths, leading to unconvential length scale hierarchies. We demonstrate that the anisotropies in multi-band superconductors cannot in general be rescaled, leading to new regimes with various mixed hierarchies in different directions. For example, a regime is possible, where for a field applied in a certain direction coherence lengths are smaller than the magnetic field penetration lengths in one of the perpendicular directions, where as the penetration lengths are lager in the another direction. We demonstrate a new regime, where vortices form stripes in the direction where coherence lengths exceed the magnetic field penetration length and vortex cores overlap, while the vortex stripes repel each other in the orthogonal direction where the magnetic field penetration length exceeds the coherence lengths.
I. INTRODUCTION
The goal of this paper is to calculate and classify the coherence and magnetic field penetration length hierarchies and their effects on the magnetic properties of anisotropic multiband superconductors. The original Ginzburg-Landau theory 1 classified superconductors by a single number, the Ginzburg-Landau parameter κ = λ/ξ, constructed from the ratio of the two fundamental length scales of the classical Ginzburg-Landau effective field theory; magnetic field penetration length λ and coherence length ξ. Using this framework they identified two regimes in an externally applied magnetic field; κ = λ/ξ < 1 where the free energy of a translationallyinvarient superconductor-to-normal interface was positive and κ = λ/ξ > 1 where the interface energy was negative [in the original paper the boundary (or critical) value of κ was 1/ √ 2, we have absorbed the factor √ 2 into the definition of the coherence length]. Later it was firmly established that for κ = 1, any arbitrarily shaped superconductor-to-normal metal interface in critical magnetic field has zero energy 2-5 . Almost immediately after the formulation of the theory, two important generalisations were discussed. Superconducting materials are in general anisotropic, with coherence and penetration lengths having a directional dependence. A corresponding generalization of the Ginzburg-Landau effective theory was discussed in 6, 7 . It was further discussed in 6, [8] [9] [10] that the anisotropy causes κ itself to be a function of the direction rather than a constant as previously understood. Namely, any given κ is attributed to a particular field direction and the superconductor can display either type-1 or type-2 behavior, depending on the direction of applied field 10 . Note that, in the situation considered in 10 , once the applied field direction is selected, any anisotropy in the plane orthogonal to the field direction can be removed using a spatial rescaling and has only the effect of scaling the parameters of the effective field theory.
In 11, 12 superconductivity models were generlized to the case of multiple bands and multiple components. A microscopic derivation of the two-band generalization of the Ginzburg-Landau model, for two complex fields, corresponding to superconductivity in different bands followed shortly 1335 .
Shortly after the formulation of Bardeen-CooperSchrieffer theory, the superconducting state was generalized to various non-s paring situations, as well as to superconductivity in dense nuclear matter, systems that break multiple symmetries. This raised the question of typology of superconductors that have multiple coherence lengths, dictated by multiple broken symmetries. The simplest examples of the later scenario above are s + is and s + id supercondicting states, that are widely discussed in connection with iron-based superconductors. However as mentioned above multiple coherence lengths could originate from several superconducting components in different bands, even without breakdown of multiple symmetries by the superconducting state. The new regime that is possible in multicomponent systems, originates from some of the coherence lengths being smaller and others larger than the magnetic field penetration length [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . I.e. in the n-component case ξ 1 , < ξ 2 < ...λ... < ξ n−1 < ξ n . This regime has been termed "type-1.5" in the experimental paper 19 . For artificially layered systems, the case of more complicated length scale hierarchies, stemming from different penetration lengths in different layers, were considered 20, 21 . One of the features that arises in that regime, is vortex excitation with long range attractive and short-range repulsive intervortex forces. The attractive part of the force arises due to core-core interaction caused by density suppression having the range of coherence lengths. The short-range repulsive intervortex force has the same origin as in type-2 supercoductors, originating in magnetic and current-current interactions localized at the magnetic field penetration length.
In the the recent paper 22 it was demonstrated that a London model with n bands, has in general n + 1 magnetic modes with different magnetic field penetration lengths, if different bands have different anisotropies. In particular, magnetic field penetration is characterized by multiple exponents that are different in different directions. This suggests that the familiar length scale based typology of multi-band systems should be analysed in the presence of both multiple bands and anisotropy. In this paper, we discuss that the anisotropy for a multiband model in the plane orthogonal to the applied field direction, cannot be removed by a spatial rescaling and therefore the systems are characterized not only by different lengths scales, but also by different length-scale hierarchies in different directions. We go on to discuss the implications of this for vortex solutions and the magnetic response of the system.
The plan of the paper is the following: first we analyse the normal modes and calculate the coherence lengths for a given anisotropic multiband model. We then analyse and classify possible hierarchies of the length scale and asymptotic intervortex forces for simple inter-band couplings. After that we focus on multivortex solutions and the magnetic response in the regimes that are not present in the isotropic counterpart of the model.
II. THE MODEL
We consider the multiband Ginzburg-Landau free energy for an n-component anisotropic system given by the free energy,
where D i = ∂ i + ieA i is the covariant derivative and ψ α = |ψ α | e iθα represents the different superconducting components, that for example can be superconducting components in different bands. Greek indices will always be used to denote superconducting components and Latin indices will be spatial, with the summation principle applied for repeated Latin indices only. The anisotropy of the system is given by γ ijα which represents a 3 dimensional diagonal matrix for each component,
F p collects together the potential (non-gradient) terms which can be any from a large range of gauge invariant terms. The simplest example, and the one we will mostly focus on, is the standard situation of a clean swave multiband superconductor, with the potential terms and the Josephson-Leggett inter-band coupling term.
where ψ 0 α , Γ α and η 12 are positive real constants. The second term above is the Josephson inter-band coupling, where θ αβ = θ α − θ β is the inter-band phase difference between components α and β. We especially focus here on the case where the Josephson term locks all phase differences to zero in the ground state, thus explicitly breaking the symmetry from U (1) n to U (1). For a detailed discussion of the microscopic justification of this kind of multiband Ginzburg-Landau expansion see 23 . Furthermore we will focus on the case where there is a translation symmetry in the z-direction. That allows us to reduce the problem to a 2-dimensional model, for the case were there is no z-dependence in any of our fields. Hence we will consider magnetic field in the z-direction B = (0, 0, B) and define the model on the orthogonal xy plane. In studying the magnetic responce, we should primarily focus on composite vortices (winding in each component is equivalent) since fractional vortices have infinite energy in a bulk sample 24, 25 . Hence we can categorise each solution by the winding number N of the complex phase of both of the condensates. N also dictates the magnetic flux through the plane which is quantised,
where Φ 0 is the flux quantum.
As discussed the anisotropy in general breaks the spatial symmetries to lower subgroups, however there are a few special choices of parameters, namely the isotropic case which would lead to the familiar O(2) spatial symmetry in the 2-dimensional model and also choices that lead to higher D 4 dihedral symmetries for even bands (combined with an interchange of the fields ψ α → ψ β ).
Note that in the single band case the anisotropy in this 2-dimensional model can always be removed by a suitable spatial rescaling, which has the effect of merely rescaling some of the parameters in the model. Thus adding anisotropy in 2-dimensional single band case, will not lead to novel solutions, which are still determined by the value of κ. However already in the two band case it is not possible to remove the anisotropy provided the matrices in 2 are independent of each other for each condensate. By rescaling coordinates it is now only possible to isotropise one of the bands, while the others remain anisotropic e.g. for the 1st band
We have previously demonstrated that when the anisotropy in each band is not equivalent, this leads to multiple magnetic field penetration lengths in the London limit and, under certain circumstances, to a non-local electromagnetic response in the nominally local London model 22 . Importantly, the scale of the nonlocality in this case is a consequence of the anisotropy in the nominally local model, determined by the strength of inter-band Josephson coupling and has nothing to do with the nonlocalities of the usual BCS theory, associated with the Cooper pair dimension 26, 27 . This leads to the possibility of different length scale hierarchies in different directions for anisotropic multiband superconductors. As established in the London model 22 the system has multiple magnetic field penetration lengths. Therefore the new possible hierarchies are:
• In one direction (r) the system has all coherence lengths smaller than all penetration lengths
• in another direction all penetration lengths are smaller than the coherence lengths ξ 1 (r), ξ 2 (r), ..., ξ n (r) < λ 1 (r), λ 2 (r), ...λ n+1 (r) (type-2)
• in some directions the hierarchy is mixed, i.e. some penetration lengths λ i (r) are smaller and some are larger than the coherence lengths ξ i (r) (type-1.5)
In an isotropic multiband superconductor, one of the consequences (although not a state-defining one) of different length scale hierarchies is the following: interactions between two vortices with similar phase windings is isotropically attractive in the case where all coherence lengths are larger than the penetration length, due to domination of core-core interaction. Conversely it is repulsive in the case where the magnetic field penetration length is larger than coherence lengths, unless there is a field inversion. In the case where magnetic field penetration length falls between the coherence lengths the inter-vortex interactions are attractive at longer and repulsive at shorter range (see 14, [16] [17] [18] 28 ). In the multiband anisotropic case, the fact that anisotropies cannot be rescaled, suggests that the typology of superconductivity states require specifying a direction in a plane: that is, since the hierarchy of the fundamental length scales are different in different directions, intervortex interactions in one direction can be dominated by core-core intervortex forces and in another direction by electromagnetic and current-current interaction. To investigate this we consider the linearised theory to point towards how the parameters affect these interactions and ultimately are forced to turn to numerics to find the answer, due to the highly complex and non-linear nature of the problem of investigating these vortex states.
III. SINGLE-VORTEX SOLUTIONS
We must first consider the single quanta N = 1 solutions.
All numerical solutions in this paper were found using the FreeFem++ library on a finite element space. A conjugate gradient flow method was utilised to minimise various initial conditions to find the minimum that is displayed. All initial conditions took the form of perturbed spherically symmetric vortices, either with higher winding number or well separated such that they can still interact in a reasonable time. We have considered many parameters in our investigation and have selected some particular choices that demonstrate the key behaviour of the systems we are interested in.
The initial conditions used for introducing both single and multi quanta vortices, when well separated, can be written
, where u α is the ground state (vacua) value for the magnitude and the radial ansatz for a vortex at the origin is ψ
iθ . The profile functions have the limits
Using the above approximation, along with perturbations to ensure the radial symmetry is broken, we minimise using the conjugate gradient flow algorithm to find the true minimal energy solutions for single quanta, similar to those displayed in figures 1, 2 and 3. From these solutions it is clear that the hierarchy of the length scales associated with matter fields and magnetic fields can be different in different directions.
As with the strong type-2 case 22 , we observe field inversion (negative magnetic field). Additionally we observe that the field inversion is present when the Josephson coupling is set to zero (η 12 = 0) in figure 3, but also that the mode that mediates the negative magnetic field become more long range but also weaker.
As the form of the magnetic field and phase difference fields seems to be similar to that of the London model, we suggest that the symmetry of the London model solution would make in certain cases a good approximation for the symmetry of magnetic field in full non-linear model, when matched with a general profile function to account for the non-type-2 like parameter choices. However the London model symmetries say little about the behaviour of the scalar fields. Hence, we observe that they take a similar form to that of a rescaled radial ansatz. By that we mean, if you were to make a spatial rescaling, such that the band in question was isotropic in the plane of the vortex, the radial ansatz would apply. We therefore rescale the radial ansatz for each individual band such 
that it has the same anisotropy x i → γ ijα x j ,
where r α = γ 2 αx x 2 + γ 2 αy y 2 . f α (r α ) are real profile functions with the boundary values f α (0) = 0, f α (∞) = u α which is dependent on the potential F p . The phase of the ansatz above can be determined from θ 1 + θ 2 which is determined by the chosen gauge and winding number and θ 12 which is determined from it's coupling with the magnetic field and if compared with the results in 22 appears to retain the symmetry of the London model approximation, similar to the magnetic field. Note that while the symmetries are similar for higher Josephson coupling, once the Josephson coupling is turned off, the London 
model predicts no additional magnetic field mode and hence no magnetic field inversion. However in the full model these features remain, due to non-linear effects ( cf 29 ). The main conclusion that can be drawn from the single-vortex solutions presented in this section is that the core can extend beyond the flux-carrying area in certain directions while being smaller than the magnetic field localization in other directions, as seen in figure 2.
IV. APPROXIMATIONS AND INTERACTION ENERGIES
In this section we consider the fundamental length scales by performing an asymptotic analysis and linearising the Ginzburg-Landau model near its ground state. We consider a system where the global minima occurs at (|ψ α | , θ αβ ) = (u α , 0) and u α ≥ 0. The trivial ground state solution is then given to be ψ α = u α , A = 0 and θ αβ = 0.
As we are interested in asymptotic interactions between vorticies, we linearise the free energy, where we must consider the small fluctuations in the vector field A and the real scalar fields α = |ψ α |−u α and θ 12 . While for asymptotic intervortex forces in the standard isotropic swave multiband superconductor it can be assumed that θ 12 = 0 15,30 , this is no longer the case for anistropic systems, as gradients of the phase difference and the magnetic field are coupled due to the anisotropy 22 . The general linearised free energy can be calculated as follows,
Here j α are the partial superconducting currents
where have set = c = 1,γ k are coefficients characterizing the contribution of each band to the Meissner screening, A is the vector potential and J αβ the Josephson coupling.
If we consider the linear free energy in 6, the vector potential A and the phase difference θ αβ are decoupled from the magnitudes of the scalar fields |ψ α | 2 . Due to this decoupling we can see that 6 is split into two completely decoupled parts, the London-like energy on the right hand side (right three terms) and the magnitude of the scalar fields part to the left (left two terms). The London-like part of the free energy has rescaled parameters which are related to that of the Ginzburg-Landau functional Eq.(1) by
α , where the spatial matrix indices are suppressed forγ in 7. Note that due to being rescaled by the u α , if the vacuum value for the condensate magnitudes is not known analytically (for example in the case of non-zero Josephson coupling) thenγ α also can't be known analytically.
The London model calculation has already been considered in 22 . Ultimately if we reduce to the simplest case of n = 2, the London model leads to multiple modes being produced for both the magnetic field B and the phase difference θ 12 . In the London model 22 , these modes take the form,
where the k's are merely the wavevectors that are produced from the Fourier transform used to find the solution and r,θ represent the physical space in polar coordinates andγ
where,
Lx .
Note that there is a four fold symmetry in equation 8 around the vortex solution, which matches the maximal general symmetry of the original free energy.
Since the goal of the paper is to investigate and classify the effects of characteristic length scales associated with the density fields (i.e. coherence lengths), especially their effect on the vortex states. To that end, for the model in question, one should analyse H the Hessian of the potential term F p (|ψ α |) evaluated about the field vacuum values (u α ).
Hence the remaining part of the free energy, once the decoupled London part is dealt with, is dependent on the magnitude of the condensates alone. In general these scalar fields α are coupled through the Hessian H αβ . This coupling can be simplified by diagonalising the Hessian in 14 using it's eigenvectors v α and corresponding eigenvalues µ α . This leads to a linear combination of the fields χ where ( 1 , 2 ) T = χ 1 v 1 + χ 2 v 2 . In the isotropic case this would lead to a simple linear PDE for each decoupled field χ. However the non-trivial anisotropy leads to additional cross terms, hence the addition of nontrivial potential couplings dependent on the magnitudes of the condensates, leads to effective gradient couplings for the redefined fields χ α . Note that these fields cannot in general be thought of as the individual condensates in different bands. The matter fields part of the free energy becomes, 2 . This introduction of Q in the anisotropic case leads to rather complex interactions in general, even in the simplest minimal model of a clean two-band superconductor presented in equation 3. That is, for the simplest two band system with Josephson coupling as shown in equation 3, the Hessian becomes,
which is not diagonalised and would lead to cross-terms in attempting to do so. It is instructive to consider the U (1) n model, namely the regime of zero Josephson coupling, though we will touch upon the effects of switching the Josephson back on. If we return to a general number of bands we have the following linearised contribution to the free energy from the condensates,
where
2 . Now, generlizing the procedure from 30, 31 to the multicomponent anisotropic case, we introduce point sources for the condensate fields which lead to the standard interaction energy for each scalar field, however with a rescaling applied.
Equation 18 contains the linear interaction of the magnetic field represented in the first term with the London penetration length given from 10 λ 
The individual condensate contributions to the interaction energy are then given by the right two terms in eq 18. Note that in general (when the Hessian is not diagonalised) these interaction terms can not be directly associated with a particular band, but are formed from combinations of parameters from all the bands. The condensate interaction terms are attractive, however with coherence lengths being rescaled by the anisotropy and hence are directionally dependent. The magnetic field however is repulsive, with it's directional dependence given by the anisotropies in the two condensates. If we reintroduced the Josephson term however we would observe an additional magnetic/current-current interaction contribution, associated with a new magnetic mode 22 , with a more complex directional dependence, and also a non-trivial form for µ 2 α . We now consider the possible hierarchies for a two band superconductor with no Josephson inter-band coupling and general anisotropy by looking at two orthogonal directions for the interaction energy. Namely, we are considering the interaction energys given by two vortices seperated by a given vector r compared with the interaction energy of two vortices seperated by an orthogonal vector r ⊥ . This will also describe the interactions for two vortices separated along the x or y axes (our chosen orthogonal axesr =x,r ⊥ =ŷ). The above parameters µ α give the exponential decay of a small perturbation in the modulus of the complex superconducting field components and thus coherence lengths: 15, 30 ,
As we are purely interested in the difference between the coherence lengths in the two directions and not the scale of the system, we can choose an arbitrary spatial rescaling without loss of generality. It is easiest to work witĥ γ Lx =γ Ly = 1, such that the magnetic field penetration length becomes 1 in both the x and y directions. This leads to the following relationγ
1x and thus for the 2 band case, leaves us with effectively 4 parameter choices µ 1 , µ 2 , γ 1x and γ 1y such that our correlation lengths are ξ 1i = µ 1 γ 1i and ξ 2i = µ 2 γ 2i . Finally this leads to the following interaction energies,
At large radial distance, the interaction energy E int is dominated by the mode with the longest coherence/penetration length. In 22 the magnetic field penetration length has been rescaled by a spatial rescaling such that λ −1 L = I and with loss of generality set u α = 1 as any change in u α can be absorbed into Γ α and γ α . For the condensate correlation lengths ξ αi , are directionally dependent and could be longer or shorter than the magnetic field penetration length in various directions, leading to different hierarchies in one direction as opposed to another. We outline below that even with no interband coupling, there are new regimes in the parameter space where the hierarchies are a mixture of other more familiar types, that do not exist in the isotropic case,
• Type-1/Type-1.5 -in the x-direction both coherence lengths are larger than the penetration length of the magnetic field µ • Type-2/Type-1.5 -in the x-direction both coherence lengths are smaller than the penetration length of the magnetic field µ • Type-1.5/Type-1.5 -in the x-direction there is a mixture of hierarchies µ
< 1 − γ 1x and in the y-direction there is also a mixture of hierarchies but in the opposite order µ
The type 1.5/type 1.5 may look similar to the isotropic type 1.5 multicomponent system, however the dominant interaction in each band switches between the x and y direction which should lead to somewhat different results and the structure of vortex clusters should not be expected to be the same. One may note that Type 1/Type 2 is not featured above, this is due to not having enough parameters, as in the same formalism it requires that in the x-direction µ 1y which is a contradiction. Note that this statement applies only to the simplest Joshephsondecoupled model, but clearly that hierarchy of the length scales is possible in more general models.
We note that the addition of the Josephson coupling above would lead to an additional penetration length for the magnetic field, which has to be taken into account when considering inter-vortex interactions. This leads to non-monotonic field behaviour with field inversion at some distance from the vortex center, just as in the London model 22 . For this it is necessary and sufficient to satisfy two conditions: h 2 < 0 and k 1 > k 2 , so that the mode with negative amplitude can become dominating at some distance from the vortex. We also note that the Josephson term causes Q ij = 0 in equation 15. The resulting mixed-gradient terms will lead to non-trivial inter-vortex interactions.
Finally we reiterate the key point of this section, that unlike in isotropic multicomponent systems, it is no longer sufficient to consider the form of F p alone to determine the long-range interactions, the crystal anisotropies must be also be taken into account to determine what type a system is and different hierarchies of the length scales in different directions become possible. 
2 (e) |φ2| 2 (f) θ12 phase difference.
V. MULTI-VORTEX SOLUTIONS
In the previous section we demonstrated the interactions between vortices in anisotropic superconductor are different from that obtained in the isotropic case. These interacctions are characterised by different invervortex forces in different directions. We must also consider the effect of magnetic field inversion caused by the Leggett mode. We already know that the magnetic field inversion can produce weakly bound vortex states even in the strongly type-2 region of parameter space 22 . Here we are interested in a different kind of multi-soliton or multiquanta solution, that can be formed at different length scales due to core-core interactions. To find such bound states, we consider numerical solutions to the GinzburgLandau energy functional with winding N > 1. All the parameters we have selected are not well approximated by the London limit, considered in the previous paper 22 . The numerical scheme used is explained in section III.
We have considered a number of (N = 4) four quanta solutions with a selection of parameters plotted in figures 4,5,6 that demonstrate chain-like solutions. These are the multi-quanta solutions obtained in different regimes discussed in the previous section. Namely, selecting the parameters such that a different correlation length dominates in the x and y direction.
In figure 4 we have plotted a system that acts as a type 1.5 superconductor in the x direction and a type 2 superconductor in the y direction. The bound states take the form of chains which increase in length as the winding number increases. The chain looks similar to a 1.5 type solution with visibly separated fractional vortices in the first component but with the zeros very close. We also observe that the separation of the solitons on the end of the chain is higher and with smaller solitons. Addition- ally the energy shown in figure 4 (c) has peaks at the ends of the chain. In figure 5 we show a similar system that is type 1.5/ type-2 but with one of the modes having a stronger type-2 like interaction, such that the solitons are more separated. Note that for this choice of parameters the additional separation and energy on the ends of the chain is less noticeable.
The binding of vortices into the chain is due to corecore interaction and the existence of long coherence length in the horizontal direction. At the same time existence of a short coherence length prevents megavortex formation: clearly there are spatially separated core singularities for both parameters. If a vortex is placed above or below a chain but very close such that non-linear effects are at play, it will be pulled into the chain, forcing other vortices out of it's way.
If other chains or vortices are placed with a large y separation then they repel, due to the magnetic field penetration length being the largest length scale in this direction and hence dominating at long range. Ultimately they will form a bound state based on the negative magnetic field (the field effect considered in 22 ) however as shown in the figures this is very weak, so any bound state will have negligible binding energy.
We interpret the above solutions as having type-2 behaviour in the y-direction and type-1.5 in the x-direction respectively. Clearly we have obtained a situation where the vortex bound states form due to density-density interaction that has the length scale of the largest coherence length, which is a counterpart of the vortex bound state in the istotropic type-1.5 regime 18, 30 . However the new features here are (i) the separation of bound vortex cores forms in one direction rather than forming compact clusters (the consequence of the different length scales hierarchies in different directions), and (ii) type-2 like behavior in the direction perpendicular to the chain .
VI. MAGNETISATION
The above demonstrated different hierarchies of the length scales in different directions, as well as the structure of isolated solutions, suggests that the system can display type-1.5 behavior in one direction (chain-like vortex bound states) and type-2 behaviour in a different direction. We are now interested in trying to model how these chain/stripe solutions enter into a magnetised sample in experiment. To model the magnetisation of a finite domain or sample we must introduce the external field H. Hence in this section we minimize the Gibbs free energy on a finite domain
We impose the condition ∇ × A = H on the boundary of the superconductor. If we then slowly increase the external field value in steps of 10 −2 we can simulate the turning up of an external field and the subsequent magnetisation of the theory over our finite domain.
The results of such simulations for the parameters γ Analysing how the chains interact is challenging and we must use an alternative method. 2 (e)|φ2| 2 (f)θ12 phase difference. the picture shows a clear tendency for vortex stripes formation with the stripes being vortex bound states due to core-core interaction.
VII. INTERACTION OF VORTEX CHAINS
In this section we are interested in demonstrating that chain-like solutions do form in the bulk of superconductors subject to an external magnetic field. Also we discuss how such objects are formed and interact with each other. We have already demonstrated that a regime exists in parameter space where vortex solutions in an anisotropic multiband model tend to form bound states in some direction while repelling in other direction. However this does not necessarily mean that clear wellseparated chains can form in a magnetised sample. To study this we must study the chain solutions themselves, which is easiest to achieve by studying vortex solutions in a periodic space.
The easiest way to achieve this is to consider a domain that is periodic in one direction (namely the direction that the stripes/chains prefer to form). We have therefore introduced periodic boundary conditions in this direction, such that ψ α (L, y) = ψ α (0, y) and A(L, y) = A(0, y). The other two boundary conditions are then just the standard zero normal-current condition. These boundary conditions will allow the correct winding for map to occur and thus for vortex solutions to traverse the space. All the winding will be located on the boundaries with zero normal-current condition due to the periodic conditions.
We then introduce a 4-quanta solution into the domain and track what happens as L is varied. Specifically we are interested in what happens as L is reduced, effectively squashing our 4-quanta solution and increasing the magnetic field density. This is achieved by using a conjugate gradient flow method as detailed in section III to minimise the configuration, then reducing L and minimising again. This process is repeated until the desired magnetic field density is achieved. The field configurations for applying this method are plotted for various parameters in figures 8 and 9.
There are a few different categories that the various parameters which give chain like solutions can fall into. Firstly as the periodic length L is reduced the stripe homogenises in the x-direction and then continues to expand into the y-direction, eventually filling the space with the homogeneous value |ψ| 2 α = 0. All the other categories that solutions can fall into exhibit some form of chain splitting as the magnetic field density is increased. In figure 8 we can see that the familiar chain solution initially forms and as it is squashed it buckles forming a zig-zag and then splits into multiple chains. These multiple chains still have some separation in the zeroes of the second condensate which interlace with the zeroes in the other chain. Note that these are the same parameters as for the magnetisation shown in figure 7 .
In figure 9 we see a similar effect in that the chain starts to buckle and splits. However we now see as the magnetic field density increases that the individual chains repel each other in a stronger fashion. This leads ultimately to two well separated stripes. In that case we have the type-2 magnetic-dominated repulsive interaction in vertical direction and type-1.5 core-core-interaction-dominated intervortex forces in x-direction. Note however that similarly to the extreme type-2 case 22 in such a regime there can appear a small attractive force between stripes due to field inversion at a wide separation and hence not an infinite optimal separation. This behaviour is the best demonstration of the vortices acting very differently in different directions in the domain. Attracting vortices in one direction onto the end of the chains and repelling vortices in the other direction.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have discussed generalisation of the length-scale-hierarchy-based typology of superconductors 1,6 to the case where both multiple components and anistropies are present. In an isotropic multicomponent case, the earlier discussed regimes were type-1 where all coherence lengths are larger than the magnetic field penetration length ξ i > λ, type-2 where λ < ξ i and a mixed case where some of the coherence lengths are larger and some are smaller than the magnetic field penetration lengths (that was termed earlier "type-1.5"). Besides that one should distinguish the special Bogomolny critical point, where all these length scales are equal. Anisotropic multicomponent systems however are characterized coherence lengths that differ in different directions, ξ 1 (r), ξ 2 (r), ..., ξ n (r) as well as multiple directionally dependent magnetic field penetration lengths λ 1 (r), λ 2 (r), ...λ n+1 (r) (when the Leggett and magnetic modes are hybridized 22 ). We have demonstrated that in the multi-component case the anisotropies in general cannot be removed by a rescaling transformation. The important consequence is that the hierarchies of these length scales are different for different directions in a crystal. From the obtained asymptotic intervortex forces it is clear that vortex structure formation in these systems should in general be quite complicated and warrants further study. A new regime that we discussed in particular is where, for a magnetic field applied in the z direction, the length scale hierarchy is type-1.5 in the x-direction and type-2 in y direction. In that regime the system forms vortex bound states in the form of stripes or chains, where the intervortex attraction is mediated by core-core overlap in x-direction while the stripes have type-2 interaction in the y direction, mediated by the magnetic and current-current forces. In the language of interface energies, the system tries to maximize interfaces in the y direction while in x-direction there are different interfaces, some of which the system tries to maximize and some that the system tries to minimize (i.e. in some of the regime the components clearly forms a "mega-vortex-like" core extending in x-direction). By the same token the non-re-scalability of length scale hierarchies suggests mixed type-1/type-2 regimes where the system goes into a stripe pattern that maximizes superconductor-to-normal interfaces in one direction, while being translationally invariant in a perpendicular direction.
Besides crystalline anisotropies, the effect of vortex chains formation due to length scale anisotropies can arise in muliband system with strains, that can lead to the locally type-1.5 hierarchy of the length scales.
FIG. 9:
The plots show the minimal energy solutions for a space that is periodic in one direction where the periodic length L is continuously decreased, representing an effective increase in magnetic field density. The chain starts buckles and eventually splits into two chains. These two chains ultimately repel each other becoming well seperated. This demonstrate directiondepdent typology of the superconducting state: it is type-1.5-like vortex bound states formation in x-direction (dominated by core-core interaction) and type-2-like vortex chain repulsion in y-direction (dominated by current-current and magnetic interactions).The parameters are Γ1 = Γ2 = 2 γ −2 1x = 4, γ −2 1y = 0.7, γ2x = γ2y = 1 and k0 = 0.
